Introduction
Fine particle or matter is regard as particles that have reduced visibility to the human eye and causes the air to appear hazy when levels are elevated. They have a particle size of 2.5 micrometer and are particularly high outdoors compared to indoors [1, 2] . They are a breakdown of majority solids compared to liquids or gases. Characterization of these particles is extremely useful and important when making determinations in the processes of mixing, extruding and pneumatic handling of powered materials. Also, the process of particle characterization is composed of the size of the particles and its various modes of distribution.
Recently, foods are processed from their solid forms to fine particles for consumer consumption. Thus, fine particles are highly dependent on the particle size and size distribution. Other properties that are equally dependent on the abovementioned characteristics include particle flow ability, compressibility and particle density [3] . Moreover, identifying the characteristics of fine particles makes it feasible for industries such as food, pharmaceutical and other industries that deal with fine particles to be able to process and market their products for ease of consumer consumption or usage.
Importance of particle size in the pharmaceutical industry
Identifying the importance of particle sizes is imperative because other properties of the particle may or may not be affected. Per an article written by Fairhurst and Weiner [4] where they eluded that particle characterization is based on the measurements of the particle size (PS), particle size distribution (PSD), sometimes particle shape, and morphology. Also, they expressed that PSD affects particle properties such as
Analytical procedure
With regard to the analytical procedure, United States Pharmacopeia (USP) general chapters <786> and <429> have provided useful information and requirements for the sieving and the laser diffraction methods respectively. In summary, a particle size specification is required if the particle size of the drug substance is critical to drug product performance (i.e., dissolution, solubility, bioavailability, content uniformity, stability, or product appearance) or drug product manufacturability (i.e. processability).
Characterization Methods
For the drug substance, the ICH guideline Q6A provides guidance (decision tree #3) on when a particle size specification should be considered [7] . There are a variety of techniques that are used to estimate the size of particles and these are classified as either direct or indirect methods. Some direct methods of particle size estimation includes optical and image analysis while some indirect methods of particle size estimation includes sedimentation, sieving, fluid classification and scanning.
Direct methods
This is a descriptive technique that is used to estimate the size distribution of fine particles. It is often denoted as a definite method because the particles are seen and measured directly [3] . Direct methods towards fine particle characterization includes the sedimentation methods, analytical sieve fractionation studies and microscopy.
Sedimentation rate:
This process is also known as the settling of a solid phase which occurs in a majority of processes involving suspensions [7] . This is represented by the use of Stokes Law which involves parameters such as diameter (D), gravitational constant (g), effective solid density (ρ s ), liquid density (ρ l ), liquid viscosity (n) and settling velocity (height/ time) (U=H/t) [8] .
Analytical sieve fractionation studies: This includes the fractionation of powders which is known as a popular technique for characterizing and classifying powders. It is a method of choice for determining the size distribution of granular powders such as APIs, excipients and tablet granulations.
Performing sieving analysis of pharmaceutical materials is fully described in the USP General Test <786>. The USP identifies two methods of sieving: dry-sieving (denoted as Method I) and wet-sieving (denoted as Method II). The inaccuracies and uncertainties of characterization by sieve fractionation arises from the experimental problems of weighing the sieve residues and from the non-ideal nature of the woven or wire mesh of the sieve surface.
Analytical sieving using wire mesh provides a two dimensional estimate of size because the smallest dimension of each particle, dictates its ability to go through a given sieve suspension. Within the pharmaceutical trade, the PS and PSD of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are affected during the suspension phase thus having an implication on the stability and sustainability of the compound. The direct repercussion of PS and PSD are observed in the behavior characteristics of these fine particles and they include bioavailability (represented by f) of the compound, toxicity as well as the dissolution rate [5] . The PSDs of both drug substances and excipients can affect drug product manufacturability (e.g., flow ability, blend uniformity, compatibility, etc.), which, ultimately can impact safety, efficacy, and quality of the drug product. Therefore, the impact of particle size distribution of powders on drug product manufacturability and performance should be evaluated at different pharmaceutical development phases for each specific drug application [6] . Additionally, the appropriate particle size specification for each drug product should be established for control of drug product quality as well as ensuring manufacturing consistency.
For solid oral dosage forms, particle size plays an important role during the manufacturing process and the quality of the finished drug product. For example, granulation and coating are related to particle size enlargement, while milling is related to particle size reduction. Screening and sieving are related to separation of particles with different sizes, which may influence the mixing process and affect the blend uniformity. Therefore, understanding the impact of particle sizes and shape of powders on manufacturing processes is critical. For raw or in-process materials, the effects of their particle sizes on manufacturing processes (e.g., mixing, granulation, milling, blending, coating, etc.) are significant, thus controlling PSDs of these pharmaceutical powders is necessary to ensure manufacturing consistency. Moreover, knowing the importance of PS and PSD of a fine particle is critical to the composition of the entire compound as well as the characteristics that make up the compound. Within the pharmaceutical industry, fine particles are important because they aid in size distribution, solubility and dissolution of compounds [6] . Additionally, they aid in the delivery mode of the agent such as parenteral, oral, topical and inhalation. The higher the solubility (predominantly water soluble), the higher the possibility of it being administered orally, parentally or via inhalation. The less soluble (predominantly lip soluble) an agent is, the higher chance it will be administered topically due to increase absorption into the skin.
Establishing particle size specifications
It is important to understand what information should be included in particle size specifications so it could meet regulatory requirements. Per International Council for Harmonization (ICH) guideline Q6A, a specification is defined as a list of tests, references to analytical procedures, and appropriate acceptance criteria, which are numerical limits, ranges, or other criteria for the tests described [7] . Since sieving and laser diffraction are the most common methods used in drug applications, the discussion will mainly focus on these two particle sizing methods.
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Differential interference contrast illumination:
This is a microscopy technique that visualizes a specimen of weak contrast by converting the field gradient of a light into intensity variation. It has served as a label-free tool to image biological specimens. Light-shearing prisms and polarized light have been used to exaggerate minute differences in specimen thickness gradients and refractive index [13] .
Indirect methods
This is also denoted as a descriptive technique which is used to estimate the distribution size of fine particles. It includes the most popular indirect methods of fine particle characterization. This is known as laser diffraction analysis, method validation and permeability procedures.
Laser diffraction analysis:
This provides an indirect measurement of size of spherical particles found on the principle that particles of a known size tend to diffract light via a given angle that increases logarithmically with decreased size [14] . Moreover, the fine particle sample is deduced from the analysis of a diffraction pattern, which is evaluated using a set of complex equations. For the laser diffraction method, the following parameters are recommended for validation of robustness: (1) measurement stability, (2) refractive index, (3) dispersion pressure (for the dry measurement), and (4) sample concentration, sonication, and stir rate (for the wet measurement). It should show the reliability of an analysis with respect to deliberate variations in method parameters. A study should also be included in the method validation report to demonstrate that the sampling and sample dispersion strategies described in the analytical procedure are reliable and reproducible. Finally, it is recommended to use the imaging analysis as a complimentary tool to assess the particle shape, size range, and the suitability of the selected sieving or laser diffraction methods.
Method validation: Validation of the particle sizing method usually involves evaluation of precision (repeatability and intermediate precision) and robustness. Other ICH defined validation parameters, such as specificity, linearity, range, accuracy, detection limit, and quantitation limit are not normally required for validation of the particle sizing method. For validation of precision, repeatability refers to the use of the analytical procedure within a laboratory over a short period of time using the same analyst with the same equipment. Intermediate precision (also known as ruggedness) is a measure of variation within a laboratory, as on different days, or with different analysts or equipment within the same laboratory [4] . If the particle sizing method will be transferred to other laboratories, evaluation of reproducibility which includes the use of the analytical procedure in different laboratories is required.
Robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its capacity to remain unaffected by small, but deliberate opening. The standard sieve opening is known to measure about 50 micrometer [9] . For the sieving method, the following parameters are recommended for validation of robustness: (1) sample mass, (2) tap rate, (3) rotation rate, and (4) agitation time.
Light microscopy: These are widely found in pharmaceutical laboratories; however, they are seldom used to their full potential due to lack of understanding of the different types of illuminations available and proper sample preparation techniques. The types of illumination commonly available include: brightfield, darkfield, oblique, polarized light, phase contrast and differential interference contrast.
Brightfield illumination: This is a form of light microscopy where contrast is generated from changes in light absorption, refractive index or color [10] . This occurs when surfaces which are perpendicular to the axis of the objective appear bright. It is the first form and is most widely used. However it may be the least appropriate for fine particles characterization because if the fine particle is a transparent crystal, then the particle may appear as a nearly featureless silhouette.
Darkfield illumination:
As a form of light microscopy, the light rays are directed around the objective lenses from a 360° angle as opposed to through it. The scattered light is caused by optical discontinuities and the light is reflected by any surface irregularities at specific angles that enter the object [10] . The most minute deviation from an absolutely plane mirror like surface will show up bright on a black background. This type of illumination is therefore useful in examining both external and internal topography of a particle.
Oblique illumination: This type of illumination occurs when the rays of light are decentered [10] . This causes them to strike the reflecting surface from one direction at an angle. This type of illumination is useful in viewing the surface topography in large crystals and granules as it creates shadows on uneven surfaces that results in three dimensional reliefs. Increasingly, microscopists working at low magnification have turned to fiber optic and light-emitting diode (LED) illuminators to provide oblique illumination.
Polarized light illumination:
This is an imaging technique based on light scattering. It performs rapid two to three dimensional imaging of transparent and translucent samples with micrometer scale resolution. It also provides image contrast based on the polarization state of backscattered light and has been applied in many biomedical fields as well as in non-medical fields [11] . Also, it has many valuable properties that merit understanding. Most illumination sources for microscopy emit beam of heterogeneous light in which the waves vibrate in all directions perpendicular to the axis of propagation. Polarizing media presents optical slits that act somewhat like venetian blinds. They pass a portion of the light plane polarized according to the orientation of the slits. A polarized element typically transmits about 32% of the incident light as plane-polarized light.
Phase contrast illumination:
This allows one to view live organisms, and often, primarily in eukaryotes, internal 
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Permeability procedures: This is defined as the formation of powders independent of the fluid [15] . Also, it allows for fluid to slowly move through the powder or fine particles with ease. When two or more fluids are present, it reduces the flow of permeability for each of the fluid into the fine particle. Permeability is dependent on particle size. The bigger the size of the particle, the less permeable the fluid will be and the smaller and finer the particle size is, the more permeable the fluid will be.
The operational integrity of a fine particle
When developing a test sample preparation and characterization procedure for studying fine particles, it must be determined that the treatment of fine particles does change their structure, either by fracturing the structure or by causing flocculation.
Fracturing the structure of fine particles: The main factor influencing the change in the fracture behavior of fine particles is not the size of the structural fragments but the size and density distribution the particles. This means that the microstructure fragment size is not a factor that causes a qualitative change in the fracture behavior of the fine particles [16] .
Flocculation:
Simple magnetic separation for ultrafine disseminated lean elements has resulted in low performance, as the fine sizes and aggregation of ground mineral particles have caused inefficient recovery of the ultrafine or fine particles [5] . For example, a common technique for dispersing the drug in a liquid vehicle prior to laser diffraction analysis is to agitate a suspension of the particles in an ultrasonic cleaning bath. To casual observers, the ultrasonic agitation appears to be in a relatively low energy dispersal procedure. However, the suspension of fine particles is actually being subjected to impact forces in the order of tons per square centimeter. The magnitude of the impact can be demonstrated by placing a sheet of household aluminum foil in an ultrasonic water bath for a minute or two. When a bright light is viewed through the foil, it may be seen that the foil is riddled with tiny punctures. The foil is punctured by microscopic water droplets that are thrown against the foil during the collapse of the vacuum filled cavities formed by the ultrasonic waves.
As a result, it is easy to see how ultrasound can result in the breakdown of the agglomerates into the constituent units that are much smaller than the agglomerate. On the same note, if the drug crystals are friable, mere seconds of exposure to an ultrasonic water bath can dramatically fragment the crystals. Even the energy of vibration during mesh analysis of fracture drug crystals has been observed. Thus the unintended alteration of the sample will cause problems in relating particle size information to the behavior of the powder. Therefore, before routinely employing any preparatory techniques, the effects of test sample preparation should be assessed by viewing the fine particles before and after preparation with the aid of a light microscope.
Properties of fine particles
Structure: The structure of fine particles is dependant on the particle size due to the effect of the cohesiveness of van der Waals forces [17] . As particle size decreases, so does the inter-particle forces such as van der Waals forces become more dominant. This forces making the structure of the fine particles to change and become more uniform.
Size distribution: This is very important to products and industries especially pharmaceutical industries. The relevance of size distribution towards this industry is that the stability, aesthetics, rate of absorption and total bioavailability are all affected by the size and distribution of the particle. Particle size has a strong role in determining the differential sinking rates of various particle types [18] . The finer the particle, the easier it is to be stable in solutions and vice versa.
Surface Properties: These are important to fine particles because they tend to adhere to surfaces that are rough, hard or wet [19] . The adhesion of fine particles is indeed a complicated process thus the shape, size and hardness of the fine particle will determine what kind of surface will be fit for it. For example, comparing between porcelain and glass, fine particles will be easily be absorbed in the porcelain material compared to the glass material. This is due to the fact that the glass material has a lower surface finish and its adhesive property towards particles is lower than that of the porcelain material.
Characterization of particles
Particle characterization is classified into two categories: physical and chemical complexities. With the physical complexities of fine particles, there are characteristics that make that up. These include: particle size, morphology (how the particles are formed) of the particle and crystallinity of the particle. Furthermore, the chemical complexities of particles are composed of the following: the elemental composition of the particle, chemical form, chemical satisfaction and isotopic ratio [20] .
Physical complexities
Particle size: This is seen as the most important physical property of particle primarily fine particles. This property is carried out across a multitude of industries and it is a critical parameter in the measurement of many products [21] . It has a direct influence on the following drug properties: reactivity or dissolution rate such as tablets, capsules or catalyst, stability in suspension such as sedimentation rate, feel and texture such as ingredients and excipients, modes and efficacy of delivery such as via inhalation, topically, parentally or orally, appearance such Micronization: This is a simple technique that involves the transfer of coarse powder to an ultrafine powder with a mean particle size range of 2-5 mm. Most often, only a very small fraction of the particles lie below the 1 mm size range [22] . Micronization of particles is performed by using the milling techniques which includes jet mill, ball mill and high pressure homogenization (HPH). Examples for this type of particle size reduction will be elaborated under the effects of particle size on solubility. Table 1 will show the advantages and disadvantages of using micronization in the reduction of particle size [23] .
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Nano-suspension:
This is a sub-micron colloidal dispersion of pure particles of drug that are stabilized by the use of surfactants. Some techniques involved with nano-suspension include wet milling and homogenization. This approach had been used to increase the solubility of several drugs some of which include: paclitaxel, tarazepide, amphotericin B, buparvaquone and atorvaquone. Table 2 will illustrate some advantages and disadvantages of using nano-suspension as a means to reduce particle size [24, 25] .
Morphology -Particle Shape
Just like the particle size, the morphology of a particle is equally as important because it could affect a multitude of properties during the procession of the compound. This has become an area of interest within many manufacturing industries. Some of the areas in which the particle shape could impact include: pharmaceutical activities such as reactivity and solubility, food ingredients such as texture and feel and drug delivery systems such as flow ability and handling. Table 1 lists some particle shapes used in pharmaceutical drug formulations and their definitions according to USP. With the various particle shapes, they have as well different effects on drug flow ability. Such effects based on particle type are better elaborated below on Tables 3 and 4 ( Figure 1 ).
Particle Shape Factors
Characterization of a particle shape is often seen as complicated but the goal of a shape factor is to define the shape of an irregular particle. Thus a mathematical model is used to identify how spherical or square a particle is and how different an irregular particle is from a commonly identifiable shape [30] . The shape factor is often seen to be independent of the particle size and flow ability. Although there are a multitude of pharmaceutical particles that to the naked eye are the same size and weigh the same, they often have a wide distribution of shapes, hence the shape factor [28] . Some commonly used and
Advantages Disadvantages
Used to increase surface area for dissolution Does not increase equilibrium solubility
Increases dissolution rate of drugs via increased surface area Not suitable for drugs having a high dose number due to it not changing the saturation solubility of the drugs 

Increases dissolution rate
Conversion of high-energy polymorph to low-energy crystalline forms Causes and increases surface area Crystalline forms are most often not therapeutically active They often produce good flow ability Table 4 : Effects of particle shapes and flow [29] Figure 1: Some of the different particle shapes [29] Sci Forschen Wadell's true sphericity and circularity This is the oldest particle shape factor used in the pharmaceutical industry. True sphericity is defined by the proximity of irregular particle measured to a perfect sphere as well as the relationship between the irregular particles to the perfect sphere [30] .
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Correction factor
It has been expressed in several writings that the correction factor could be expresses in terms of a volume factor and a surface factor with a distinct statistical diameter of an irregular particle. The following could be expressed in the formula below: 
Dallavalle's shape factor
This factor can be useful for a log normal distribution because the shape of the size-frequency also known as density distribution curve and can be taken into account when combining Martin's correction factor with the Hatch-Choate equation [30] .
Fractal dimension
The fractal dimension shows the degree of irregularity or ruggedness of the particle. Also, it refers to a rough geometric shape that is composed of many smaller copies that have the same shape but different sizes. Despite its uniqueness, it did not gain popularity within the pharmaceutical industry because it cannot clearly distinguish between spherical, polygonal, or unorganized particles [31] .
One plane critical stability
This is a two-dimensional shape factor that characterizes the roundness of a particle. It is identified as the minimum angle between a horizontal plane and the surface where the particle is lying upon. This factor is more applicable to spherical shapes as opposed to any other. However, it only detects minor differences in roundness and requires individual measurements of the particles involved using a specialized computer system [30] .
Crystallinity
Crystallinity of a particle, particularly fine particles have a huge influence on the diffusion rate of the particle, its hardness, its density as well as its transparency [32] . The more crystalline a particle or drug substance is, the high its diffusion rate thus increasing the bioavailability of the particle or drug substance. Concurrently, if the crystallinity of a particle is decreased, then the lower its diffusion rate will be thus decreasing the bioavailability of the particle or drug substance. Crystallinity of a particle can be decreased by adding the following: presence of additives such as drug excipients (color, flavoring, etc.) which are periodically added to drugs to make them more appealing for patients to consume.
Enhancing Solubility
Drug solubility defined as the maximum concentration of the drug solute dissolves in the solvent under specific conditions such as temperature, pH and pressure. This may be expressed as parts, percentage, molarity, molality, volume fraction, and mole. Additionally, the solubility of a drug is described in various descriptive terms which is based on the amount of drug dissolved in solvent fraction [32] . Table 5 outlines the various descriptive terms of solubility as well as the approximate volume of solvent in milliliters per gram of solute.
Enhancing Permeability
Permeability of drugs is essential in terms of it reaching systemic absorption. For drugs with low permeability such as metformin and aliskiren, they are formulated with higher doses so as to compensate their low bioavailability. The framework used for classifying APIs is based on solubility and permeability, is called the Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS). APIs with low permeability are BCS classes III and IV while those with high permeability are BCS classes I and II. Some common approaches to enhancing bioavailability of drugs with low permeability includes: intestinal membrane permeation enhancers, p-glycoprotein (PGP) inhibitors, prodrugs, lipid or surfactant vehicles, and iron paring complexation [34] .
Need for solubility and permeability
There are various factors that can limit drug absorption in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract some of which include solubility and permeability of APIs. Once an API is administered orally, it has to dissolve in the gastric or intestinal fluid before it can easily permeate the membranes of the GI tract thus reaching systemic circulation. The BCS lends to identify APIs in classes I through IV based on their level of solubility and permeability [34, 35] . APIs with high solubility and permeability have an increase bioavailability in hydrophilic environments. Conversely, those with low solubility and permeability, have increased bioavailability in lipophilic environments. Slightly Soluble ≤ 100-1000
Very Slightly Soluble ≤ 1000-10,000 Insoluble ≥ 10,000 illustrates some of the BCS classes I through IV drugs based on their solubility and permeability.
Effects of particle size on solubility
It is well known that particle size can greatly affect solubility. Thus various technologies have been used to enhance the solubility of a drug. Among these techniques for solubility enhancement and physical modifications of drug products, reducing the particle size and modifying crystal habit are the most common approaches to increasing drug solubility [22] . Particle technology, a technique used in pharmaceutics to modify physicochemical, micrometrics and biopharmaceutical properties of poorly soluble drugs, as a result, improving their solubility [22] (Figure 2 ). Table 7 outlines some of the particle technologies that are used in pharmaceutics so as to reduce the particle sizes of solid substances thus increasing drug solubility. Also, examples of drugs that undergo the various processes are included [38, 39] .
Chemical complexities
Elemental composition: The elemental compositions of fine particles are very essential because they have an increased risk of causing harm especially if it is a pharmaceutical product. The possibilities of adverse reactions on individuals are particularly related to the elemental composition of drug particles composed of elements such as nickel (Ni), zinc (Zn), silicon (Si), aluminum (Al), vanadium (V), chromium (Cr), arsenic (As), and bromine (Br) [41] . Some associated adverse effects of the elemental composition of a particle could cause the following: increased cardiovascular risk increased respiratory hospital admissions, increased mortality and lower birth weights. With these elemental compounds, it is reported that organic compounds as well as transition metals found in fine particles are known to have increased toxicity profiles as a result of them having the ability to cause inflammation alongside causing respiratory and cardiovascular effects [41, 42] .
Chemical form:
The chemical form of fine particles is very important because it gives a genetic makeup of the fine particles just like the genetic makeup (DNA) in humans. Some chemicals found within fine particle include but are not limited to trace metals and some water-soluble ions. Some trace metals include: Iron (Fe), Titanium (Ti), and Manganese (Mn). Some watersoluble ions include: Sodium (Na + ), Chloride (Cl -), Magnesium (Mg 2+ ), Calcium (Ca 2+ ), Bromide (Br -) and Nitric Oxide (NO -) [43] .
Isotopic Ratios: These are indeed hazardous in fine particles because the particles are used by industries such as environment, mineral, and pharmaceutical. With these isotopes being unsafe Sci to the general population, they tends to increase to toxicity of these fine particles.
BCS Class
Solubility/ Permeability Status
Problems Examples
I
An example would be mercury (Hg) which is denoted as a globally distributed hazardous metal which is known for its environmental persistence and toxicity. Additionally, mercury has seven stable isotopes ( 196 Hg, 198 Hg, 199 Hg, 200 Hg, 201 Hg, 202 Hg, and 204 Hg) [44] and it being widely used in the population, leads to increase toxicity. Thus being cautiousness is required in using these hazardous isotopes in fine particles.
Effects of fine particles
The effects of fine particles have been excessively studied on health and how it affects respiratory conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma and pneumonia. These have led to increase mortality and hospital admissions or emergency room (ER) visits. Fine particles have been a greater health concern compared to coarse particles measuring at 10 micrometer, due to the fact that they have an increased chance of adverse effects. Additionally, these fine particles measured at 2.5 micrometer are mainly composed of many organic and inorganic compounds composed of nitrate, sulfate, carbonates, organic and elemental carbon, metals and water [45] . Moreover, the effects of fine particles have been demonstrated in cardiovascular diseases including ischemic heart disease, dysrhythmias, heart failure and cardiac arrest [46] .
Respiratory health:
It has been studied that the effects of fine particles on respiratory health predominantly occurs during the warm or cold seasons, but not both. It all depends on the region that is been studied. Per the article written by Cheng et al. [44] , their studies indicated that the effects of fine particles were prime during the colder months. Conversely, the article written by Samoli et al. [45] , demonstrated that fine particles do have an adverse effects on respiratory disease, but these occur mostly during the warmer months as opposed to the colder months. These particles are known to contain inhalable particles that are small enough thus making them to easily penetrate the thoracic region of the respiratory system [46, 47] .
Cardiovascular health:
The effects of fine particles in cardiovascular diseases such as dysrhythmias, heart failure, ischemic heart disease, and cardiac arrest have led to increase mortality. This effect is due to long exposures between those with cardiovascular disease and fine particular matter [48] . Fine particles that affect cardiovascular diseases consist of transformational products such as sulfate and nitrite particles which are produced from primary sulfur and nitrogen oxide compounds as well as secondary organic aerosols from organic compounds [48] . Thus these fine particles are predicted to cause increased toxicities and pose an increased risk of systemic cardiovascular effects. Table 8 illustrates the relationship between particulate matter, particles size and its influence on human health.
Statistical Analysis
The goal of statistical analysis in particle size is to summarize a large amount of collected data into a form that could be useable and understandable while losing as little information as possible about the original population. Moreover, the use of statistical analysis for heterogeneous systems, such as those with a PSD is often needed. Some areas where statistical understanding is necessary includes: sampling, display of information (discontinuous and continuous distributions, number and volume/mass, statistical process control, and calculations and understanding averages).
Furthermore, a prime example of a continuous distribution is illustrated with a frequency curve, which easily passes through any point in a histogram bar. With this in mind, an infinitely small increment in size, indicates an infinitely small quantity in the vertical axis. In this instance, the horizontal and vertical axis presents a mathematical challenge with any particle size technique. A linear vertical axis can't deal with small numbers of particles while a horizontal linear axis can't deal with the ranges typically encountered in particle size analysis.
In order for the continuous distribution to be properly represented on the vertical axis, it has to have the same number of horizontal bands, having a correct understanding of the meaning of the axis such as understanding the nature of the measurement and understanding the lower end mathematical "brick wall". Finally, applying appropriate transformations which results in understanding any assumptions and applicability. The calculation of minimum mass was depicted using two different approaches by Pierre Gy and A. F. Rawle. Pitard/Gy used σ 2 while Rawle used numbers of particles.
Pitard/Gy: p is denoted as the density in g/cm3, d is denoted as the size in cm, and σ is denoted as the fundamental sampling error (FSE) (Pitard/Gy). Gy sampled some theory error types for particulate materials and they are represented alongside their description in the Table 9 
PM10 10
Enter the respiratory system, deposit in the respiratory tract and cause respiratory diseases PM2.5 2.5 Get into the alveoli through the respiratory tract and then enter into the blood circulation, causing various diseases. PM0.1 0.1 Statistical tests are divided into two groups: parametric tests and nonparametric tests [49] . These are further discussed in the paragraphs below and they each demonstrate examples that are commonly used today. Some of these statistical tests are used in analyzing the pharmacologic properties of APIs.
Parametric tests
These are often more robust and require less data to make a stronger conclusion. This test requires at least three parameters of the data to be true as opposed to assumed. First parameterthe data is required to be normally distributed meaning it must follow a bell-shaped curve. Secondly, the data needs to have an equal variance and standard deviation. Finally, the data must be continuous. Examples include: Pearson product correlation coefficient, student t-test, z-test and ANOVA (analysis of variance) test. The Pearson product correlation coefficient is denoted as (r) and indicated how well two continuous variables from the same subject correlate with each other. Additionally, the student t-test regarded as the most widely used test due to its involvement of the mean, standard deviation and number of samples to calculate test statistics. Moreover, the z-test uses the variance of the standard population as opposed to the standard deviation and finally, the ANOVA (analysis of variance) test incorporates both the mean and variances in order to determine the test statistic. Also, it is used to indicate if the groups are the same or different and the null hypothesis is often stated as the groups are the same and its statistic test is called the F-ratio.
Nonparametric test
If the data does not meet any of the parameters for the parametric test listed above, then it must be analyzed using the nonparametric tests. With the nonparametric tests, more data is often required to make the same conclusion. As such, data that is presented in a categorical manner often have to be converted to a continuous data before being analyzed. Some examples include: chi-square, spearman rank coefficient, mann-whitney u-test, and kruskal-Wallis. The chi-square test is used to compare multiple groups where the input and output variables are binary, while the spearman rank coefficient unlike the pearson product correlation coefficient, determines how well two variables for individual data points predict each other. Furthermore, the mann-whitney u-test, sometimes referred to as the Wilcoxson rank test is analogous to the t-test for continuous variables and can also be used for ordinal data. It compares two independent populations to determine if they are truly different. Finally, the Kruskal-Wallis test uses the ranks for ordinal data to perform an analysis of variance in order to determine whether multiple groups are similar to each other or not.
Criteria for Validation of Test
The main goal of validation of an analytical test is to demonstrate that the method is suitable for its intended use, such as evaluation of a known product for potency and impurities. Also, the intent of test validation is to provide scientific evidence that the analytical method is reliable and consistent before it can be used in routine analysis of product. The key criteria for evaluation of an analytical method include: specificity, accuracy, precision, detection limit, quantitation limit, sensitivity, working range and linearity, robustness, and reproducibility. This validation method is governed by the ICH [50] . Table 10 elaborates on the definitions for each on the validation characteristics as described by ICH.
Summary
This review summaries the most recent advances in fine particle characterization from different views of direct and indirect analytical methods. These two methods of characterization assist in the recognition of the various inclusions of identifying fine particles. With specifics on pharmaceutical drug formulations; the information gathered in this review, serves as a comprehensive data collection for all working on formulation. Moreover, the use of statistical analysis is well explained here and includes some of the formulas used by known statisticians in summarizing large amounts of collected data into a form that could not just be understandable, but also useable without losing data from the original populations. There are various areas within drug formulation where there is a need for statistical understanding. This includes but not limited to sampling, display of information involving discontinuous and continuous distributions, number and volume/mass, statistical process control and calculation averages.
Furthermore, particle characterization is always based on the measurements of the particle size (PS), particle size distribution (PSD), sometimes particle shape, and morphology. On the same note, PSD affects properties of fine particles such as suspension. The PSDs of drug substances and excipients both affect drug product manufacturability involving flow ability, Journal of Pharmaceutical Analytics and Insights Open Access Journal blend uniformity, compatibility, which in turn can affect the safety, efficacy, and quality of specific drug products. Therefore, understanding the impact of particle size and shape of powders on manufacturing processes is critical. Finally, knowing the importance of PS and PSD of fine particles is very important to the overall composition of the entire compound and its characteristics.
Validation
Characteristics
ICH Definitions
Specificity Ability to assess unequivocally the analyte in the presence of components which may be expected to be present such as impurities, degradants matrix, etc.
Accuracy
Also known as trueness. It expresses the closeness of agreement between the value that is accepted either as a conventional true value or an accepted reference value and the value found.
Precision
Expresses the closeness of agreement (degree of scatter) between a series of measurements obtained from multiple sampling of the same homogenous sample under the prescribed conditions. Typically categorized in three levels: repeatability, intermediate precision and reproducibility.
Repeatability
This expresses the precision under the same operating conditions over a short interval of time.
Reproductively
This expresses the precision between laboratories (collaborative studies usually applied to standardization of methodology).
Detection Limit
This is the lowest amount of analyte in a sample that can be detected but not necessarily quantitated as an exact value.
Quantitation Limit This is the lowest amount of analyte in a sample that can be quantitatively determined with suitable precision and accuracy.
Linearity
It is the ability (within a given range) to obtain test results that are directly proportional to the concentration (amount) of analyte in the sample.
Working Range This is the interval between the upper and lower concentration (amounts) of analyte in the sample (including these concentrations) for which it has been demonstrated that the analytical procedure has a suitable level of precision, accuracy, and linearity.
Robustness
This is a measure of its capacity to remain unaffected by small, but deliberate, variations in method parameters and also provides an indication of its reliability during normal usage. 
